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Lebone II College is designed to be a school of excellence for both teaching and learning. In this meeting, Murray 

touched on the work this school engages in to assist quality teaching skill development for both experienced 

educators and new teachers.  

APPROACHES FROM LEBONE II COLLEGE INTERVENTIONS   
For Experienced Teachers’ Development  For New Teachers’ Development  

Teaching School orientated visits for educators  Lebone has a teacher intern programme for own 
student teachers  

Teaching visits are guided by structured forms, 
guidelines for observations and focused on “what 
will you do in your school”.  

It supports teaching practice for up to 70 student 
teachers from UP and NWU each year. Formal 
feedback loop.  

Structured and facilitated CPTD sessions held at 
Lebone on Monday each week for 10 groups of 
teachers  

Teaching practice incorporates mentoring and 
psychosocial support 

The resulting lessons are recorded, videos are 
reviewed, the cycle of learning continues.  

New teacher café supports collaborative learning and 
exchange among teachers 

Changes and adjustments to teaching practice are 
backed by empirical data, consistently tracked.  

Action research element of practice assignments puts 
teaching work in context 
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
 Mentoring is a key support tool for new teachers;  

 Focus group is interested in understanding the hallmarks 
of a quality mentor for new (and experienced) educators 

 Psychological attitudes of teachers as important as 
subject matter expertise.  

 Value of using data & video evidence to inform learning 
and teaching methods 

 

 
 

Click icon for a video of 
Murray’s speaking about 

“The teaching school” 

 

 

CHALLENGES 

1. Significant resources and investment are required for quality teacher development 

2. South Africa’s education system is not retaining the quota of teachers created 

3. Student teachers do not have a “uniform” teaching practice from institutions  

4. Teaching profession has a poor image in South Africa 

5. Educators need to support learners’ cognitive development  

For short term impact and learner improvement: FOCUS ON LEARNERS  

For long term impact and learner improvement: FOCUS ON TEACHERS  
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